THE THANK YOU LETTER
by Jane Cabrera
Cut out and write your own thank you letter!

More story time books by Jane Cabrera! In hardcover and board book!
is thankful for many things, including the people in her life, her health, her community, nature, her creative life, and her washing machine. She is the creator of numerous picture and board books for young children that are story-time favorites. Many of her books are inspired by popular nursery rhymes and songs. She lives in Devon in the southwest of England. Find out more about her work at her website: janecabrera.co.uk.

HolidayHouse.com

writes thoughtful Thank You Letters for all her birthday gifts. She thanks her grandparents for Bob, a toy puppy. She sends a note to her cousins to say thanks for her sparkly shoes and to Taye for the magic wings. This sweet and lively story reminds us that gratitude can be contagious. But that is only the beginning.

Reinforced

If you received this book as a gift, why not write a Thank You Letter?

Learn to write a thank you letter at HolidayHouse.com/the-thank-you-letter

Dear ____________________________

________________________________________

Love, ____________________________

See all of Jane's story time books online at HolidayHouse.com/JaneCabrera